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Search digital materials directly in the our digital collections
database




Women in Medicine, Woman's Medical College and Medical College of
Pennsylvania



The WMC/MCP collections are composed of the institution's archival records
and special collections on women in medicine, collectively reflecting the
history of the college and women in medicine beginning in the mid-1800s. As the record of the first degree-granting medical school for women, the archives
are integral to the history of women in medicine. The special collections
reach beyond the records of the College to include primary and secondary
materials on the history of all women physicians, internationally.



Women in Medicine collections description including more detail about
content, people, and formats. 



[bookmark: hahscope]

Hahnemann University and Early Homeopathic Medicine in the United States



The Hahnemann Collection reflects the history of the institution and its
mission, from the early 1800s into the late 1900s. The University, founded
in 1848 as the Homoeopathic Medical College of Pennsylvania and later known as Hahnemann Medical College, initially educated physicians in homeopathy
before gaining national prominence as an academic medical center.



Hahnemann University and Homeopathy collections description including
more detail about content, people, and formats.


Digital Collections


		Doctor or Doctress?
	In Her Own Right: A century of women's activism
	Women Physicians:1850-1970 Digital Collection
	Yearbooks from Medical Colleges, Nursing Schools, and Allied Health programs
	Early Homeopathy in the United States
	Philadelphia World's Medical Center
	Medical College of Pennsylvania Hospital




Research Guides


		Alumnae/i Files
	Early Homeopathic Medicine
	Topics for student research projects
	Books
	Anandibai Joshee
	Oral Histories
	Photographs
	Suffrage Research Guide
	University Records
	Women and Homeopathy
	3-Dimensional Objects




Exhibits


		Hahnemann Medical College and Woman's Medical College in World War I
	Professors from the Past
	A Female Civil War Surgeon
	The Early Years of AMWA and AWH
	Martha Tracy: Medical Student to Dean
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